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Abstract

In large networks, predicting edge relationships that do not inherently exist is a task of
great importance. Many networks are incomplete and do not fully enumerate the relationships
between all their constituents often due to a lack in depth of knowledge of the links. One such
network is the Human Protein-Protein Interaction Network (PPI). There are several thousand
proteins of unknown function (PUFs) in the network. Although we can specify the physical
and regulatory relationships between some proteins, we do not have a complete understanding
of how a each protein interacts with the countless others and what purpose many proteins
serve in the body. Elucidating link relationships in the PPI network is insightful for these
tasks. This paper implements a link prediction technique that utilizes community information
to evaluate and enhance results on the Human Protein-Protein Interaction Network. Marginal
improvements signify utility and promise of network feature integrative techniques.

1 Introduction

Our aim is to predict links between nodes that are not already entailed by the relations in the
Human Protein-Protein Interaction Network. The PPI defines proteins, their products, their
functions, and relationships between one another. There are more than 40% of proteins that have
unknown function, formally known as PUFs [2]. At a high level, we concern ourselves with the
biological function that these PUFs play in the body. Experimentally, efforts have been made
to infer a relationship between PUFs and proteins of known function, otherwise known as PKFs.
This has been done through intentionally expressing a specific gene with byproducts of PKFs while
measuring which PUFs are co-expressed. Although this does not conclusively give us information
about PUFs, it allows for the association of these PUF s with biological processes of known function.
The goal is to computationally arrive at an association between proteins of unkown function and
proteins of known function more accurately and timely than experimental approaches. Predicting
links between entities in the Protein-Protein Interaction Network allows us to infer the function
that specific proteins indirectly via relationships. Indirectly, understanding the role and biological
significance of proteins will allow us to understand expected relationships and discern abnormal
connections typically associated with diseases and other negative biological consequences.

2 Prior Work

The task of link prediction has been explored from several aspects. Here we first recap work of
Qian, et. al that focuses on recommendation algorithms and how segmenting the networking into
communities and utilizing the inherently generated features will aid in this task. We also explore
the work of Das et. al that tackles the specific task of link prediction. It expands on the current link
prediction approaches and techniques while also proposing a unique technique that incorporates
characteristics from the communities of a network to better inform node relationships. I aim to
adapt approaches utilized here to better apply to the task of link prediction for protein interaction
networks.

2.1 Community Based Collaborative Recommendation Algorithm

Link prediction is explored through the lens of recommendation algorithms on product purchasing
networks. The underlying idea is that if similar users are grouped together in a network, commu-
nity features can be used to inform recommendation suggestions. This paper therefore tackles the
task of building a recommendation system by first creating a user-user social network based off
user preferences. Thereafter, it applies state of the art community detection algorithms. Finally,
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it performs collaborative filtering approaches on the respective communities [3] to arrive at en-
hanced product recommendations using link prediction. This paper presents a new algorithm: the
Community-based User domain Collaborative Recommendation Algorithm (CUCRA). Through
associating users and their preferences to other users in a social network, it detects existing com-
munities in order to make memory-based recommendations.

Advantageously, this model ties back product recommendations to user profiles and therefore
possesses great interpretability of user behavior that grant insight into the link suggestions being
made. Although this method accrues overhead costs with community generation, network commu-
nity information did prove to enhance recommendations based off the correct prediction of held-out
network links in testing.

2.2 Using Community Information to improve Link Prediction

This paper supplements node similarity measurements with community information to better tackle
the task of link prediction in a variety of networks. Link prediction between two nodes is modeled
using node similarity measurements in which nodes that possess greater similarity are ranked highly
as potential links. Metrics such as Common Neighbors, Jaccard Similarity, and the Sorensent
Similarity among others are utilized. Community detection methods such as Louvain and Infomap
partitioning are applied to the networks and node similarity measurements are redefined to account
for this generated community information [4].

Beyond implementing the methodology this paper presents, I will adapt proposed techniques
at incorporating community information and in evaluating the impact of predicted link quantity
affects prediction quality.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset

We use the Human Protein-Protein Interaction network available from SNAP. The network consists
of nodes representing individual proteins and edges representing relationships between proteins.
These relationships take the form of signaling interactions and enzyme-coupled interactions, all of
which are experimentally verified. The network is comprised of:

• 21,557 nodes

• 342,353 edges

Additional elementary analysis reveals others baseline network characteristics:

• Largest SCC composed of 21,521 nodes and 342,316 edges

• Clustering coefficient of 0.207

• Diameter of 8

Figure 1: Visualization of small induced subraph of ACVR1C protein from Human Protein-Protein
Interaction Network [1]
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Community information was generated using the Louvain method for greedy modularity opti-
mization through the standard networkx implementation. After carrying out Louvain for commu-
nity detection, information extracted neighborhoods of two selected nodes was utilized. Particular
information of interest is specified in the modified similarity measures section below. For all possi-
ble links between two nodes that do not exist in the PPI network, similarity measures are evaluated
to assess the likelihood of a link existing. This process is carried out with and without the in-
corporation of community information. Following Triadic Closure, nodes that share neighbors are
more likely to be linked in the network. This principle is enhanced with community information
such that nodes that share neighbors and are in the same community (or possess neighbors in the
same community) are more likely to be linked in the network. Below we enumerate the standard
and community information enhanced similarity measures we utilize for the task of link prediction
on PPI.

3.2 Similarity Measures

A link between two nodes is predicted when they are sufficiently similar. Prior to incorporating
network community information for link prediction, we begin with a means of comparing two
nodes. We utilize and explore 4 different metrics.

• Common Neighbors (CN): This measures the count of neighbors that two particular
nodes share. Nodes that share more neighbors are seen as having greater similarity. Given
nodes a and b, their CN is:

CN(a, b) = |Γ(a) ∩ Γ(b)|

• Jaccard Similarity: This normalizes the common neighbors metric by the total number of
nodes adjacent two a and b. Given nodes a and b, their Jaccard Similarity is:

Jaccard(a, b) =
|Γ(a) ∩ Γ(b)|
|Γ(a) ∪ Γ(b)|

• Resource Allocation (RA): This measures the sum of the inverse degrees of all neighbors
common to two nodes. It is a means of weighing high degree neighbor nodes less heavily
since such nodes intuitively are less significant in discerning similarity. Given nodes a and b
their RA is: ∑

c∈Γ(a)∩Γ(b)

1

degree(c)

• Adamic-Adar (AA): This is identical to resource allocation except we compute the log of
the degrees of the common neighbor nodes. Given nodes a and b their AA is:∑

c∈Γ(a)∩Γ(b)

1

log(degree(c))

3.3 Modified Similarity Measures

The goal is to incorporate aspects of community information from the network to the calculation
of these similarity measures when performing link prediction. After carrying out Louvain greedy
modularity optimization to detect communities, we utilize modified version of the above metrics:

• Common Neighbors and Shared Node Communities: This metric factors in the com-
munities of all the common neighbors and accounts for every shared neighbor node that is in
the same community of the original two nodes (if any). Given nodes a and b, their CN node:

CN node(a, b) = CN(a, b) +
∑

i∈Γ(a,b)

|C(i) ∩ C(a) ∩ C(b)|

• Resource allocation and Shared Node Communities: Accounts for neighboring nodes
in the same communities as the nodes of interest:∑

c∈Γ(a)∩Γ(b)

1 + |C(i) ∩ C(a) ∩ C(b)|
degree(c)
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3.4 Method

We structure the link prediction task by holding out a subset of the existing edges in the network,
predicting and ranking the most likely edges according to the above similarity metrics on the
training set of edges, and assessing what percentage of the predicted links exist in the test set of
edges. This approach is carried out through 10-fold cross validation to ensure each edge exists
at least once in the testing set. For use of community influenced metrics, Louvain community
detection is applied to the training graph (using networkx standard implementation) prior to
evaluating the similarity metrics between every pair of possible nodes. Furthermore, we vary one
additional metric k the number of highest ranked predicted links utilized. In assessing the highest
ranked links predicted with the training graph, we have a choice in the quantity of predicted links
selected. I aim to evaluate the relationship between the number of predicted links selected and
the accuracy of link predictions to elucidate the quality of higher ranked links relative to others.
In other words, consider the case where the test graph is composed of 10, 000 edges and there are
100, 000 possible links between pairs of nodes in the training graph. After ranking these 100, 000
links by the similarity metric utilized, I choose to look at the k links where k is defined as p ∗ |Test|
where |Test| signifies the number of edges in the withheld test set (10, 000 in this case). We vary
p between 1% and 15%. The algorithm pseudocode is specified below:

Algorithm 1 Cross Validated Link Prediction

Split graph G into 10 distinct sets of edges
for each split of graph do

construct train split as remaining 9 sets of edges
create Gtrain as edge-induced subgraph from train split
create Gtest as edge-induced subgraph from test split
run louvain community detection on Gtrain

for each pair of nodes (x, y) in Gtrain do
compute similarity metric for x and y and record

end for
for p = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 do

k = p|Gtest| . |Gtest| = number of edges
get top k highest scored predicted links
calculate percent of predicted in Gtest

end for
end for
average link-prediction accuracy over iterations for each p

4 Results & Discussion

In this section, I display and discuss the results of the effects of the different similarity metrics and
values for p on the accuracy of predicted links. Overall, utilization of the modified metrics for the
task of link prediction on the PPI network showed marginal improvement over their unmodified
counterparts.

Prior to evaluating link prediction results, consideration of the intermediate community detec-
tion results utilizing Louvain are insightful. Utilizing Louvain greedy modularity optimization, the
training graph was segmented into between 43-48 distinct communities depending on the instance
of the held out test set. Furthermore, the modularity took values between 0.386-0.399.
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Figure 2: This table presents the accuracy of predicted links using differing base metrics that do not
incorporate community information and values of p through the aforementioned cross-validated
link prediction procedure. Adamic-Adar and Common Neighbors were the top performing metrics.

Figure 3: This table presents the accuracy of predicted links between the unmodified and com-
munity information modified metrics of Common Neighbors and Resource Allocation. Across all
values of p, the modified metrics marginally outperformed the base metrics.

I first notice that the best performing metrics among the unmodified measures are Common
Neighbors and Adamic-Adar. Furthermore, I observe that every modified metric that incorpo-
rated community information had improved performance over the standard counterpart. Although
marginal, this signifies the importance of improving link prediction. In the biomedical realm, un-
derstanding a potential new link between two proteins is monumental. Therefore, this improvement
in accuracy is minimal, yet is still meaningful. We can calculate the exact number of predicted
links between the unmodified and modified metrics to see that using modified Common Neighbors
correctly predicts 685 more links and using modified Resource Allocation correctly predicts 2,739
more links:

Now we more closely consider the percentage of top links with the variation of the value p.
Considering a greater percentage of the top links in evaluating prediction accuracy will inevitably
give us smaller link prediction scores. However, we can observe the level at which assessing a
greater percentage of links adds significant value to the number of predicted links as a whole in
the plot below.
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Figure 4: Depicts the number of correctly predicted links for each of the unmodified and modified
Common Neighbors and Resource Allocation metrics using the p value of 0.15

Figure 5: Visualization of all above metric link prediction scores. We can observe diminishing
improvement of capturing correctly predicted links with increasing sizes of p.

This plot allows us to easily depict the effects of p on link prediction accuracy. We can see that
there are diminishing returns with regards to considering a greater number of the predicted links
in our assessment. Concretely, this tells us the links with the greatest similarity scores between
nodes are likely to be part of Gtest. In other words, the node pairs with the higher scores are more
significant in value with regards to link prediction. Thus, in the context of protein interaction link
prediction, it a sufficient approach to the problem at hand would be to seek out node pairs that
have the greatest similarity. This is significant since it can greatly reduce computational costs and
nodes with the greatest similarity by our metrics have a significant likelihood to be related in the
network relative to a random set of nodes.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

Through this project, I understand that link prediction can be modeled as the task of finding
the most similar pairs of nodes by some notion of similarity. Experimenting with link prediction
on the Human Protein-Protein Interaction Network, I utilized modified similarity metrics that
incorporated community information. Particularly, it upweighted the likelihood of predicting a link
between two nodes if they shared a community. Accounting for community information marginally
increased the accuracy of link prediction. Varying the quantity of links used to assess the accuracy
of link prediction helped generate the insight regarding diminishing returns of accounting for a
greater portion of highly ranked nodes. Beyond generating independent and distinct communities,
experimentation with approaches that yield overlapping communities such as BigClam may provide
more beneficial information with respect to improving the task of link prediction similarity metrics.
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